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Social and Economic Indicators
 Introduction: Why these indicators?

 Indicators

 Assessing the indicators



Why These Indicators?
 Social and Economic

 2 legs of the 3 legged stool

 Economic – Staying in business

 Social – Wanting to stay in business

 Social – Way-of-Life
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http://www.milkingstool.com/stool.htm


Ranch-Level Indicators
 Cost of livestock production

 Itemized income and expenses

 Visitor use information for appropriate enterprises



Social Indicators
 The ranch-level indicators are all economic

 Social is determined in the ranch planning process

 Family

 Workers

 Relationship to public



Economic Indicators
 Livestock production

 Benefits from other ecosystem services

 Creating new enterprises



Cost of Livestock Production
 Unit cost of production

 Variable inputs and costs

 Fixed inputs and costs

 Programs such as Standardized Production Analysis 
(SPA)

 Seeking those items that can be reduced or used more 
efficiently

 Lower cost of production reduces breakeven price



Example
 Identify all costs of producing cattle

 Variable costs

 Fixed costs

 Charge ranch-produced inputs (i.e., hay) at market value

 Variable costs change with each cow

 Fixed costs/cow are inverse to number of cows

 Find break-even price (weighted average)



Variable Costs
 1 cow, 2 cows, … , 1,000 cows

 What changes?



Fixed Costs
 Manager

 Land



Confounding Factors
 Herd size varies

 Production varies

 Changes in production or management practices

 Not every year is the same

 Continuous monitoring of changes and new break-
even prices

 What is sold for income?



Itemized Income/Expenses
 Enterprise budgeting for each product

 Can help in allocating fixed costs



Enterprise 
Budgets
 Sources of Income

 Sources of Variable 
Costs

 Allocate gross 
margin to fixed 
costs



Modified Income Statement
 “Will the ranch produce enough net income for the 

family to live on?”

 “How much net ranch income (including real estate  
appreciation) is available to compensate investment of 
owned capital (equity)?”

Workman, J.P. 1981. Analyzing Ranch Income Statements—A Modified 
Approach.  Rangelands 3:146-148.



Visitor Use Information
 If ranch is in hunting or fishing leases or other 

recreational activities

 If ranch is used by people for any activity

 Identify enterprises that may have profit potential

 Monitor how much use occurs each year for each 
recreational use
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Summary – Economic Indicators
 Need to monitor every enterprise

 Need to determine the family (ranch) goals for each 
enterprise

 Is it profit maximization, opportunity to educate 
public, just like doing it, or what?

 Monitoring over time may provide information on 
needed changes (stop doing that enterprise, expand 
others, modify how things are done)


